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1. Introduction to T-rater

Online autonomous foreign language 
learning is popular in the era of the Internet, 
which calls for instant automated 
assessment and feedback

Five foreign language skills are required in 
China: listening, reading, speaking, writing 
and translating

T-rater: an online instant automatic scoring 
and feedback system for Chinese college 
studentsᾼ translation exercises

























2. Problems of Chinese semantic 
processing

          in T-rater

 ᾿Translating means translating meaning.῀ 
(Nida, 1986) 
Syntactic meaning is a very important 
compositional    part of sentence meaning
Automated translation scoring should be 
done at semantic levels: 

Word meaning
Phrase meaning
Sentence meaning 

      



T-rater:

To adopt both holistic scoring and partial 
scoring

To simulate the manual translation scoring 
practice in which the sentences are scored 
according to the correct translation of 
language points (words and phrases) and 
that of sentence structures. 



Rating SystemRating System



The free online version of (SharpICTCLAS.
net) of ICTCLAS (Institute of Computing 
Technology, Chinese Lexical Analysis 
System) of the Chinese Academy of 
Sciences is used to tag the part of speech 
of studentsᾼ translations as well as the 
standard versions.



然而 /c ， /w 这个 /rd 世界 /n 就 /d 是 /v 如此 /rz ， /w 
以致 /c 于 /p 完美 /a 的 /uj 体系 /n 大体上 /d 无法 /v 
处理 /v 一些 /m 世界 /n 上 /f 更 /d 迷人 /a 更 /d 悦 /vg 
人 /n 的 /uj 东西 /n 。 /w 



Problem 1: 

No ideal Chinese parser reliable enough for 
T- rater to parse syntactically

ICTCLAS was not applied in the syntactic 
analyzing of the standard versions and the 
studentsᾼ translations.

T-rater cannot process Chinese sentence 
meaning in the real sense.



Sentence Patterns:

For example:

I shall define him as an individual who has 
elected as his primary duty and pleasure in 
life the activity of thinking in Socratic way 
about moral problems .

我会把知 识分子定义为这样的人：他把用苏格拉底方

式思考道德问题作为人生的主要任务和乐趣。



1）把……定 义为（将……定义为）

2）以……方式思考（用……方式思考、 选择……方式

思考、像……一样思考）

3）把……作 为（将……作为）

4）主要（首要、重要）

5）义务（任务、工作、责任、职责）

6）和乐趣（快乐）



(把 |将).+ 定义为

((( 以 |用 |选择 ).+ 方式 )|( 像 .+ 一样)) 思考

(把 |将).+ 作为

(主要 |首要 |重要 )
(义务 |任务 |工作 |责任 |职责 )
和(乐趣 |快乐)



Sentence Pattern Analyzer:

Matching student translations with the 
sentence patterns in ᾿Standard sentence 
pattern pool῀ 

Scoring is performed on sentence level.



T-rater:

Word sense  processing with the aid of :

HowNet 

Cilin



HowNet :www.keenage.com

The primitives provided by HowNet are 
used to calculate the semantic similarity of 
verbs , adjectives  and adverbs  between the 
words in ᾿Standard version pool῀ and those 
in student translations



-entity ︱实体
︱-thing ︱万物〔#time ︱时间，#space ︱空间〕
Ὴ︱-physical ︱物质〔︱appearance ︱外观〕
  Ὴ ︱-animate ︱生物〔*alive ︱活着，︱age ︱年龄，
*die ︱死，*metabolize ︱代谢〕
Ὴ︱-AnimalHuman ︱ 动 物 〔!sex ︱ 性 别 ，
*AlterLocation ︱变空间位置，*StateMental ︱精神状态〕
Ὴ︱-human ︱人〔!name ︱姓 名，︱wisdom ︱智 慧，︱
ability ︱能力，︱occupation ︱职位，*act ︱行动〕
︱∟humanized ︱拟人〔fake ︱伪〕
animal ︱兽〔^*GetKnowledge ︱认知〕

︱-beast ︱走兽〔^*GetKnowledge ︱认知〕
Ὴ



The Primitives of The Primitives of 生活（生活（ live, lifelive, life ）） in HowNetin HowNet



Cilin:

Chinese synonym set



A/human

B/thing

C/time&space

Aa/General

Ab/sex,age

Ac/build

Ad/country

Aa02/firstperson

Aa04/thirdperson

Aa03/secondperson

Aa01/mass

Ae/profession

The Semantic Category of Chinese 
Words in Cilin



Key word matching scoring processes the 
nouns , the pronouns  and the other part of 
speeches ( r ). 
The tagged nouns in the standard version, 
the synonyms of the nouns are searched in 
᾿CiLin῀ to find the synonym set of the 
noun. 
The nouns in student translation are then 
matched with the synonym set to achieve 
semantic scoring of nouns. 
The semantic scoring of pronouns and 
other part of speeches are conducted in the 
same way.



Problem 2:
Not all words with part of speech tags are 
processed semantically 

due to HowNet design
the system cannot find which primitives are 
the right one for a specific candidate

Key-word matching, word similarity 
calculating and sentence pattern matching 
are accurate only to a certain degree.



3. Possibilities of adopting GF in T-rater
(1) Automatically generate the standard 
Chinese versions from English

If so, T-rater can cover all the literal 
translations from students
Currently, three kinds of standard Chinese 
versions in our database:

Literal translation
Semantic translation
Communicative translation

If so, T-rater can provide feedback 
accurately



Lang: ExtAdvS (ConjAdv and_Conj (BaseAdv (SubjS 
because_Subj (UseCl (TTAnt TPres ASimul) PPos 
(PredVP (UsePron i_Pron) (ComplVS know_VS (UseCl 
(TTAnt TPres ASimul) PPos (PredVP (MassNP (UseN 
love_N)) (AdvVP (UseV live_V) (PrepNP in_Prep 
(DetCN (DetQuant (PossPron i_Pron) NumSg) (UseN 
house_N)))))))))) (SubjS if_Subj (UseCl (TTAnt TPres 
ASimul) PPos (PredVP (UsePron we_Pron) (ComplVV 
can_VV (ComplSlash (SlashV2a find_V2) (DetCN 
(DetQuant IndefArt NumSg) (AdvCN (UseN house_N) 
(PrepNP for_Prep (DetCN (DetQuant (PossPron 
we_Pron) NumPl) (UseN child_N)))))))))))) (UseCl 
(TTAnt TPres ASimul) PPos (PredVP (UsePron i_Pron) 
(ComplVS say_VS (UseCl (TTAnt TPres ASimul) PPos 
(PredVP (DetCN (DetQuant IndefArt NumSg) (AdjCN 
(UseComparA big_A) (UseN love_N))) (ComplVV 
can_VV (PassV2 find_V2)))))))



LangChi: 因  为  我  知  道  爱  在  我  的  房  子  里  活  
所  以  如  果  我  们  能  发  现  一  间  为  了  我  们  的  孩  
子  的  房  子  ，  我  说  一  更  大  的  爱  被  能  发  现



(2) Automatically generate the translation 
exercises from English to Chinese and Chinese 
to English, focusing on specific translation 
skills.
For example:

Part of speech transfer
Addition
Omission
From negative to positive
From positive to negative
ῊῊ

 





4. Reflections on the application of GF in 
other  foreign language learning systems

Vocabulary exercises
Pattern drills 
Grammar exercises
ῊῊ

For example: an online Chinese learning 
system with the automatic scoring and 
instant feedback





Conclusion:

Foreign language learning has reached the 
stage of E-learning
Online automatic language exercises and 
instant feedback are needed dramatically

GF can be applied successfully in online 
foreign language learning in the near future!



                          Thank you very much!
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